DBH: A de Bruijn graph-based heuristic method for clustering large-scale 16S rRNA sequences into OTUs.
Recent sequencing revolution driven by high-throughput technologies has led to rapid accumulation of 16S rRNA sequences for microbial communities. Clustering short sequences into operational taxonomic units (OTUs) is an initial crucial process in analyzing metagenomic data. Although many heuristic methods have been proposed for OTU inferences with low computational complexity, they just select one sequence as the seed for each cluster and the results are sensitive to the selected sequences that represent the clusters. To address this issue, we present a de Bruijn graph-based heuristic clustering method (DBH) for clustering massive 16S rRNA sequences into OTUs by introducing a novel seed selection strategy and greedy clustering approach. Compared with existing widely used methods on several simulated and real-life metagenomic datasets, the results show that DBH has higher clustering performance and low memory usage, facilitating the overestimation of OTUs number. DBH is more effective to handle large-scale metagenomic datasets. The DBH software can be freely downloaded from https://github.com/nwpu134/DBH.git for academic users.